
  

 
 
Happy Monday! 
 
We’re very excited to tell you — our strongest and most dedicated supporters — that we have 
officially hit the $400,000 mark of our New Hampshire Investment Strategy. Thanks to contributions 
from supporters like you, we are now just $300,000 short of our goal with 10 days remaining! 
 
Hitting this important benchmark has enabled us to make huge progress in the Granite State. As we 
head into the last few weeks before Americans begin to make their voices heard in this primary, 
Team Bennet would like to extend our sincere gratitude and give you some insight into what your 
support has helped create.  
 
Because of you: 

● We are one of just three candidates running TV ads in New Hampshire —  “Opposite of 
Trump”  is reaching Granite Staters thanks to your generosity. We’ve seen a spike in web 
traffic because of the TV ad, which is helping us further engage new supporters. 

● Your support has enabled Team Bennet to grow! We’ve recently expanded staff and office 
space  in New Hampshire, meaning more organizing capacity and outreach. More than 50 
people came to our New Year’s Day office party in our new Nashua office — check out 
footage of Michael here. 

● We launched an enhanced digital ad operation to reach Granite Staters wherever they are, 
including today’s BIG NEWS: This morning we announced the launch of a new digital ad 
series called “Just the Truth” to share with voters Michael’s personal story, experiences in 
leadership and service, and motivations underlying his run for president. The first ad details 
his family story as both the son of his mother, a Holocaust survivor, and his father, a 
descendant of the Mayflower. Michael directly shares how his uniquely American story has 
shaped his worldview and approach to public service. Please share the ad far and wide. 

 
Our expanded presence in New Hampshire — both physically and on voters’ TVs and timelines — 
will position us well to shake up this race as we get closer to February 11th. 
 

MESSAGE UPDATES 
 

Michael unveiled The Real Deal last week, his comprehensive vision to make lasting progress for 
families and workers across the country. The Real Deal is a political and policy blueprint designed 
to guide our country’s priorities for the next 20 years.  
 
In contrast to the agendas of other candidates, The Real Deal is progressive, paid for, and widely 
popular among the American people. It represents a turning away from the politics of empty 
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promises and can’t-do rhetoric, and instead imagines a world where we accomplish 15 key policies 
and transform the lives of millions of Americans.  
 
Read more about The Real Deal here and watch him talk about it on MSNBC’s Morning Joe: 
 

 
 

ON THE ROAD 
 
 

 
 

Michael is wrapping up a seven-day trip to New Hampshire today, continuing to make good on his 
commitment to hold 50 town halls in the First in the Nation state ahead of its primary. Right as the 
clock struck midnight on New Year’s Eve, Michael announced his resolution to come in the top 
three in New Hampshire and kicked off the first house party of 2020. 
 
Michael spent the first few days of the new year in New Hampshire with Susan, Halina, and Anne. 
With stops in Manchester, Nashua, Somersworth, Exeter, New Market, Dover, Concord, and 
Amherst, Michael is now 31 events into his quest to hold 50 town halls in the final weeks before 
February 11th.  
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Team Bennet also announced the endorsements of two New Hampshire State Representatives 
this week , Dave Luneau  of Hopkinton and Sherry Dutzy of Hillsborough. Both legislators cited 
Michael’s focus on the next generation and expanding opportunity as two of many reasons they 
chose to back him. 
 
As many in the Granite State gathered to watch the Patriots’ game Saturday night, a dedicated 
group of primary voters joined Michael in Concord to discuss everything from the national debt to 
public education and Bob Dylan — he referenced the song “Idiot Wind” when asked about his 
opinion of Betsy Devos. This house party is not one to miss — see for yourself how Michael 
managed to touch on all these topics in just over an hour here. 
 

 
 

IN THE NEWS 
 
Michael joined Fox News this weekend for an interview with Neil Cavuto on Iran, and when he 
outlined his case for why President Trump’s reckless foreign policy decisions make him the weakest 
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president in a lifetime, the network abruptly went to commercial mid-sentence, cutting off 
Michael’s critique. 
 
He was interrupted while saying: “I don’t think any preceding Republican president or Democratic 
president would have been as weak as Donald Trump. He is the weakest foreign policy president 
we’ve had in my lifetime.” 
 

 
Watch  the clip here 

 
Other top news from the week: 

● Associated Press: Presidential Hopeful Bennet Pledges $6 Trillion ‘Real Deal’ 
● Nashua Telegraph: Bennet Shares Brunch, Spreads Optimism at Nashua Campaign 

Headquarters 
● WGBH: Souleimani Strike 'Reckless And Provocative,' Says Sen. Michael Bennet 
● Axios: Michael Bennet Releases $6 Trillion "Real Deal" Plan 
● WMUR: Bennet Hopes to Break Through With Pragmatic Approach 
● Colorado Public Radio: Bennet Wants To Win Over Voters With His ‘Real Deal’ Policy 

Blueprint 
● The Hill: Bennet Pitches Universal Preschool, Government Payments to Parents in $6t 'Real 

Deal' 
● NH Labor News : Nashua State Rep Sherry Dutzy Endorses Michael Bennet For President 
● Watch Michael on Morning Joe 
● Watch Michael on MSNBC Live 
● Watch Michael on CNN Newsroom 
● Watch Michael on CNN's Weekend Newsroom 

 
HOW YOU CAN HELP US KEEP THE MOMENTUM GOING 

  
● Our campaign does not take contributions from corporate special interests. Please make a 

contribution here.  
● Make a plan to campaign with us in Iowa or New Hampshire at 

MichaelBennet.com/EarlyStateVolunteering. 
● Share our first “Just the Truth” video on Facebook by clicking here .  
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Want to learn more?  Visit our Resources page for an archive of past email updates, the latest press  
clips, and more!  
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